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Abstract

This study seeks to examine the relationship between Chinese high school students’ schooling abroad experience and their preference for instrumental or moral diversity frame, and further explore the mediation mechanism. In the present study, we take schooling abroad experience as the independent variable, and take attending preference of university with moral or instrumental diversity frame as the dependent variable. We have two sets of mediators: the first set of mediators are perceived minority/majority based on past experience and severity of unfair/biased experience based on nationality, and the second set of mediators are expected value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias in two universities. We send out questionnaires to 100 Chinese high school students. The statistical methods used in our analysis were ANOVA, correlation, and regression. The results are partly contrary to our expectation as there was no significant relationship between schooling abroad experience and preference for instrumental or moral diversity frame, as well as severity of unfair/biased experience. The only validated path is between perceived minority/majority and preference of diversity frames, which is mediated by participants’ expected sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias at the instrumentally motivated university. Then, we explain our results considering status of Asian Americans in the United States, adjustment and some other aspects.
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1. Introduction

With increasing globalization, the concept of diversity has been gradually popularized worldwide. Especially in countries like the United States where equality and inclusion are strongly emphasized, diversity is highly valued by both business organizations and higher education institutes. As far as universities are concerned, diversity can prepare their students for the challenge of globalization, and also can keep them vigorous and competent in academic area. A representative of international students, Alice Zurek, pointed out that she enjoys meeting students from various backgrounds, which further showed that diverse environment which overseas schools provide resembles a melting pot where interracial interactions are encouraged with people from multicultural backgrounds (Nabi, 2016). Beyond this, without the inherent racial limitations, benefits of framing diversity in educational context reach far across a range of areas, including better academic achievements—students’ higher test scores and graduation rate—and mental health since there is less pressure brought by reduced racial bias and stereotypes (Hoxworth, 2018). For these reasons, almost all universities in the United States have a department to maintain and promote diversity and equality on campus. Thus, the effects of diversity and how to promote it in the context of higher education have attracted wide attention of psychologists. For social psychologists, making sure that the diversity or inclusion policy can bring tangible benefits to students (especially minorities) is an important issue on which they focus. For example, there are abundant researches proving that diversity can positively influence peoples’ cognitive skills (e.g. critical thinking and problem-solving skills), increase cultural awareness and higher levels of civic engagement (Trawalter, Driskell, & Davidson, 2015).

However, extant studies about diversity seldom explored the reason why we should encourage diversity. Based on previous studies, there are two types of arguments people usually propose when explaining why we have to embrace and promote diversity—moral diversity frame and instrumental diversity frame. The moral diversity frame stresses the equality and moral value of diversity, implying that creating a more diverse organization is a valued goal in and of itself (i.e. diversity is fair). In contrast, the instrumental diversity frame emphasizes the beneficial outcomes, which diversity can bring to the organization. In this case, diversity is only a means to some other end (i.e. diversity is good).

Though currently in America, equality is what the whole society emphasizes and has historical significance, instrumental diversity frame is actually more prevalent according to previous studies (Trawalter et al., 2015; Starck, Sinclair, & Shelton, 2019b). The prevalence of instrumental diversity frame is quite reasonable as we are embracing a globalized society and instrumental diversity frame can indeed bring various positive effects to the organization and not only Black Americans but also White Americans are aware of how they can benefit from diversity. Nevertheless, it has raised questions about whether the instrumental diversity frame can bring equal rights to racial majorities and minorities. Tra-
walter et al. (2015) has found that the instrumental diversity frame has costs as using it could broaden the definition of “diversity”, deprioritize the blacks while recruiting, decrease the likelihood of selecting a more devalued group and encourage whites to consider diversity in the university as a compromise without understanding its moral value and lose motivation to embrace diversity. However, the moral diversity frame has costs, too. For instance, making diversity as an uncompromising and direct standard in an organization may let White Americans feel excluded and also worry too much about being considered as prejudiced or discriminated (Vorauer, Hunter, Main, & Roy, 2000). This kind of social threat could stop White Americans from interacting with Black Americans or other racial minorities, rather than fuel those interracial contacts.

In this case, it is natural that different ethnic groups have different preferences toward diversity frames, as they may get unequal benefits from them. Starck et al. (2019a) studied the rationale of people’s preference toward moral and instrumental diversity, and found that White Americans prefer instrumental diversity rationales over moral ones. In contrast, they found that minorities display a completely different set of preferences from Whites—minorities in general preferred a moral diversity rationale over an instrumental one. Here minorities refer to Black, LatinX and Asian Americans. However, there are few extant literatures which have studied non-white international students’ preferences for moral and instrumental diversity rationales. Among all of the non-white international students, Chinese students take up a large part and now form the largest proportion of international students (31%), with undergraduate enrollment increasing more than eightfold in just six years (Heng, 2018). So, we choose Chinese high school students as our main focus and we intend to investigate their preference for moral and instrumental diversity frames while choosing universities in the current study. As there are limited literatures for us to infer Chinese high school students’ preference directly, it is reasonable to form the hypothesis based on following aspects.

First of all, Chinese high school students will become minorities in American universities, so their preference might be similar to racial minorities in the USA (e.g. Blacks, LatinXs), who prefer the morally motivated university. However, when looking further into this inference, it is obvious that Chinese high school students should not be regarded as a whole because they have had different experiences with regard to minority or majority status, racial bias or concept of diversity. One possible explanation for these differences may be their schooling experience. For those who have never been studied abroad, they have always been studying and living in an environment with little racial bias, and paying less attention to equality or diversity. But for those who have studied abroad, they have had experience of being a minority or living in a culture that strongly values equality and diversity. As a result, we take Chinese high school students’ schooling abroad experience as the independent variable and we want to test whether it is related to their preferences for moral and instrumental diversity frames.
Then we hope to further test the mechanism through which the schooling abroad experience influences Chinese high school students’ preferences for different diversity frames. According to previous studies, discrimination is one of the most common and salient stressors that Asian international students experience and the discrimination they report is at higher rates than that is reported by their European counterparts (Wong, Tsai, Liu, Zhu, & Wei, 2014). This situation is identical to what Black Americans are dealing with in their daily life. As a stigmatized group, Black Americans are easy to be stereotyped, negatively evaluated, or discriminated against on the basis of their race (Starck, Sinclair, & Shelton, 2019a). Similarly, stereotypes based on Asian international students’ nationality and race are also major causes of their experiences of discrimination. Thus, we hypothesize that unfair or biased experience based on nationality is a mediator of the relationship between schooling abroad experience and participants’ preference for diversity frames.

While unfair or biased experience related to nationality is an external factor which may play a role in both Black Americans and Chinese high school students’ forming their preference for different diversity frames, we propose an internal factor—perceived minority/majority, which may also play an important part in the formation of preference for diversity frames. Perceived minority/majority status is an internal factor which has similar but not the same meaning to racial minority/majority status, as it also contains the process of subjective interpretation. Starck and Sinclair (2019) found in their studies that racial identification can moderate whether Black Americans prefer moral diversity frame. In this case, racial identification is an internal factor that related to one’s subjective perceptions in addition to their inborn racial identity. When perceiving themselves more as minority rather than majority, Black Americans may get a higher racial identification, more willingness to learn about related discriminated history, etc., and that can lead to a more positive attitude toward moral diversity frame in the end.

After proposing two possible mediators between the independent variable (i.e. schooling experience) and the dependent variable (i.e. preference for moral and instrumental diversity frames), we’d like to further investigate the mechanisms from which participants’ unfair/biased experience and perceived minority/majority may influence their final preference for different diversity frames. Starck et al. (2019a) proved that at least three factors contribute to divergence between White Americans’ and Black Americans’ preference for diversity frames. As for White Americans, they expect to benefit more, experience less social identity threat and feel more included in instrumentally motivated universities. In contrast, minorities in general preferred a moral diversity frame over an instrumental one, because minority students expect to benefit more, belong more, and experience less social identity threat at a morally motivated university (Starck, Sinclair, & Shelton, 2019b).

In the present study, we proposed a mediating model to examine the relationships among Chinese high school students’ schooling abroad experience, un-
fair/biased experience, perceived minority/majority and three mediators (i.e. participants’ expected value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias) (see Figure 1). This study set out to address gaps in the existing literature in international students’ preference for moral and instrumental diversity frames, and further explore the mediating mechanisms. The study investigated which diversity frame Chinese high school students preferred when choosing the university. To further operationalize “schooling abroad experience” (i.e. the independent variable), we measure the length of their abroad experience and anticipate that it will influence Chinese high school students’ preferences for different diversity frames, as the longer time they study abroad, the better they can adjust to or integrate into their surroundings, so they might not prefer moral diversity frame as much as those who has only studied abroad for a short period do.

The aims of the present study were threefold. First, we aimed to investigate the relationship between schooling abroad experience (never/short-term/long-term) and preference for diversity frames (moral/instrumental). Specifically, we hypothesized that those who had short-term schooling abroad experience would prefer moral diversity frame the most, then the students who had long-term schooling abroad experience, and those who have never studied abroad would prefer instrumental diversity frame rather than the moral one.

Second, we aimed to investigate whether unfair/biased experience and perceived minority/majority could mediate between schooling abroad experience and the preference for different diversity frame. To be exact, we wanted to test the hypothesis that schooling abroad experience would lead to more unfair/biased experience and the tendency to perceive themselves as minority rather than majority first, and then test whether these two mediators correlate with participants’ preference for different diversity frames.

Third, we tested the hypothesis that expected value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias would mediate between unfair/biased experiences, perceived minority/majority and preference for instrumental or moral diversity frame.

**Figure 1.** Mediation model predicting the preference for the diversity frame.
2. Method and Materials

2.1. Participants

108 Chinese participants were recruited through convenience sampling both online and offline, who were high school students intended for schooling abroad for university and were willing to fill out our survey. We excluded 6 participants, 2 of whom showed evidence of responding very carelessly, and 4 of them were undergraduate students (we only wanted high school students). Our final sample included 102 participants (51 male, 51 female) from 15 - 19 years of age ($M = 16.94$, $SD = 0.80$). We categorized the participants based on whether they have experience of schooling abroad or not, and those who have experience abroad were further divided into two groups based on the length of time, with 50% of them in the short term abroad group and another 50% in the long term abroad group. So the final divisions included three groups: never abroad ($n = 51$), short-term abroad ($n = 25$), and long-term abroad ($n = 26$).

2.2. Procedure & Materials

Participants were asked to scan our QR code and complete the questionnaire online. In the questionnaire, they had to answer 22 questions in total. The questionnaire included three sections. Unless otherwise indicated, all the items in were on 7-point Likert scales. The setting and order of the questions in our questionnaire are based on the mediation model in our hypothesis. The questions in every part correspond to the corresponding variables in the intermediary model that we want to explore.

Section 1 had 15 questions. We asked about their gender, age, whether they were in high school or not, the location of their school and the length of their abroad schooling experience. The compilation of the basic information about schooling experience is based on the information learned in previous interviews. We learned from the interview that the high school students’ schooling is basically divided into long-term overseas education, short-term overseas exchange or study tour and other experiences, and the type and time of studying abroad may lead to different feelings. Then there were three items we set as distractors, hoping to prevent participants from knowing the exact purpose of this questionnaire. These three items were about their school life, for example “How much do you enjoy going to your current school?”.

Then we asked participants to rate the degree to which they felt like a member of the minority versus the majority based on their past schooling experience. “How much do you think you belong to minority/majority based on your past schooling experience?” and they were asked to rate on Likert scales with 1 as “Minority” and 7 as “Majority”. This question is designed based on “perceived minority/majority” in the mediation model and last two questions were about their unfair or biased experience based on nationality “Have you ever been treated unfairly or with bias based on nationality in your past experience?”, which cor-
responding to “unfair/bias experience” in the model. For this question, participants choose “yes” or “no” and if the answer is “no”, they do not need to answer the next question. The next question is “Please rate the degree of severity” and they were asked to rate on Likert scales with 1 as “Very fair/unbiased” and 7 as “Very unfair/biased”.

In Section 2, participants were asked to read statements describing two universities with different diversity frames (i.e. instrumental diversity frame and moral diversity frame). These statements were first used in an extant paper (Starck, Sinclair, & Shelton, 2019a) as instrumental and moral diversity frame statements. We modified the moral one and added some words to strengthen its emphasis on equality.

The moral statement read:

“For us, diversity is about justice and ensuring that every single person from different backgrounds has equal opportunity to receive excellent education. It will be a priority for our university.”—statement from the President.

The instrumental statement read:

“For us, diversity is about enriching students’ intellectual experience and preparing them to success. It will be a priority for our university.”—statement from the President.

The order in which the diversity frames were presented was counterbalanced across participants, which means that for half of the participants, University A was associated with the instrumental statement and University B was associated with the moral statement, and for another half the statements associated University A and B was reversed.

After reading the diversity frame statements, participants were asked to answer three questions. The first two questions asked about their preference toward University A and B: “How much do you like each school?” and “How much do you want to attend each school?” Then they were asked to rate how much their unfair experience affected their decision while choosing between University A and B. These questions in section 2 are designed to explore their preference for the different diversity frame which is the dependent variable in the mediation model.

In Section 3 the participants were asked to imagine their life after entering these two universities and to answer the following questions related to several aspects of their expectations for each school. The compiling of the questions in this section is based on the three mediators in our model: “value”, “belonging” and “being treated with bias”.

Participants provided ratings for each school separately. First, to measure “value”, they were asked “How much do you think you can benefit from entering these universities?”, for measuring sense of “belonging”, the participants were asked “To what extent do you think you would feel more accepted in?”, and for measuring “being treatment with bias”, they were asked “How much do you think you may be treated with bias in these two universities?”. The last questions they
were asked was about the degree to which they expected to feel like part of the minority versus majority independently for two universities on Likert scales with 1 as “Minority” and 7 as “Majority”.

3. Results

In the first part of our results, we examine the relationship between our independent variable (i.e. schooling experience) and dependent variable (i.e. attending preference for different universities with diversity frames). As we did not find a significant relationship between IV and DV, we further examined the relationship between schooling experience and perceived minority/majority, and the relationship between schooling experience and unfair/biased experience. The analyzing method used in this section is one-way ANOVA.

3.1. Schooling Experience and Attending Preference

To examine whether experience of studying abroad influenced the attending preference of high school students for imagined universities with either instrumental diversity frame or moral diversity frame, a one-way ANOVA, with abroad experience (never abroad vs. short term abroad vs. long term abroad) as a between-subjects factor, was conducted. Contrary to expectations, the ANOVA did not reveal a significant main effect of schooling experience abroad, $F(2, 99) = 0.551, p = 0.578$, indicating that participants with different schooling experience, overall, did not have significant difference on diversity frame—never abroad ($M = 4.22, SD = 1.553$), short-term abroad ($M = 4.60, SD = 1.384$), long-term abroad ($M = 4.27, SD = 1.614$) (see Figure 2).

3.2. Schooling Experience and Perceived Minority/Majority, Unfair/Biased Experience

Then we want to examine whether the abroad schooling experience of Chinese high school students influenced their perception of themselves as minority or majority, a one-way ANOVA, with abroad experience (never abroad vs. short-term abroad vs. long term abroad) as a between-subjects factor, was conducted. Contrary
to expectations, the ANOVA did not reveal a significant main effect of abroad experience, $F(2, 99) = 0.891, p = 0.413$, such that participants with different abroad experience, overall, did not have significant difference on their perception of themselves as minority or majority—never abroad ($M = 4.51, SD = 1.528$), short-term abroad ($M = 4.72, SD = 1.792$), long-term abroad ($M = 4.12, SD = 1.774$) (see Figure 3). We also examined whether the abroad schooling experience of Chinese high school students influenced the severity degree of their unfair/biased experience, a one-way ANOVA, with abroad experience (never abroad vs. short term abroad vs. long term abroad) as a between-subjects factor, was conducted. For those who reported that they had never been treated unfairly or with bias based on nationality, we transformed their severity index into 0 when doing the analysis.

Contrary to expectations, the ANOVA did not reveal a significant main effect of abroad experience, $F(2, 99) = 1.423, p = 0.246$. Even though we do not have the significant main effect, we still want to see the simple effect. The result showed that we have marginal significant simple effect that Chinese high school students who have never studied abroad ($M = 0.92, SD = 1.927$) had lower severity of unfair/biased experience, and students who have short-term abroad experience ($M = 1.76, SD = 2.185$) had higher severity of unfair/biased experience, $p = 0.108$ (see Figure 4).

---

**Figure 3.** Perceived minority/majority for students with different types of schooling experience.

**Figure 4.** Severity of unfair/biased experience perceived by students with different types of schooling experience.
3.3. Perceived Minority/Majority, Unfair/Biased Experience and Attending Preference

Because the above results showed that the hypothesized relationship between abroad experience and attending preference, the abroad experience and perceived minority/majority, the abroad experience and degree of severity of unfair/biased experience are not significant. In this end, we wanted to explore the correlation between perceived minority/majority and their attending preference, and correlation between unfair/biased experience and their attending preference.

In the next two parts, we focused on participants’ perceived minority/majority and tested its relationship with the dependent variable (i.e. attending preference) and three mediators (i.e. expected value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias). The analyzing method used in this section is correlation.

3.4. Perceived Minority/Majority and Attending Preference

To test whether participants’ perceived minority/majority could lead to different preference of diversity frames, we first tested the correlation between participants’ perceived minority/majority and their attending preference for each school, and we got a marginal negative correlation ($r = -0.154, p = 0.123$).

3.5. Perceived Minority/Majority and Expected Value, Sense of Belonging and Possibility of Being Treated with Bias

Then we tested the correlation between participants’ minority/majority and their expectations of instrumentally and morally motivated universities. The same as what we had expected, a significant positive correlation was found between participants’ perceived minority/majority and their expectations for sense of belonging at the instrumentally motivated university ($r = 0.325, p = 0.001$). A marginal significant negative correlation was found between participants’ perceived minority/majority and their expected possibility of being treated with bias in the instrumentally motivated university ($r = -0.168, p = 0.091$). Correlations between perceived minority/majority and other variables were not significant (see Table 1).

3.6. Severity of Unfair/Biased Experience Based on Nationality and Attending Preference

In this part, we analyzed the correlation between participants’ perceived severity of their unfair/biased experience based on nationality and their attending preference for each university in order to test whether unfair/biased experience could lead to different preference of different diversity frames. The result demonstrated that there was no significant correlation between these two variables ($r = 0.103, p = 0.305$). So, we didn’t do further analysis as severity of unfair/biased experience couldn’t lead to participants’ preferences of different diversity frames as a predictor.
Table 1. Pearson correlations between perceived minority/majority status and other variables (I: instrumental, M: moral).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perceived minority/majority</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Attending preference</td>
<td>−0.154</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I-value</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>−0.360***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. M-value</td>
<td>−0.106</td>
<td>0.494***</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I-belonging</td>
<td>0.325**</td>
<td>−0.330**</td>
<td>0.553***</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. M-belonging</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.356***</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.499***</td>
<td>0.212*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I-bias</td>
<td>−0.168</td>
<td>0.241*</td>
<td>−0.124</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>−0.369***</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. M-bias</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>−0.209*</td>
<td>−0.133</td>
<td>−0.192</td>
<td>−0.040</td>
<td>−0.270**</td>
<td>0.313***</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

This last part focused on the relationship between three mediators (i.e. expected value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias) and the dependent variable (i.e. attending preference). The analyzing method used in this section is linear regression.

3.7. Expected Value, Sense of Belonging, Possibility of Being Treated with Bias, and Attending Preference

At last, we conducted a linear regression analysis with the expected value, sense of belonging, and possibility of being treated with bias rated on 7-point Likert scales by high school students respectively for University A and B as predictors of the attending preference for university with different diversity frames. There was no covariate in the regression we conducted.

Expected value was significantly related to attending preference negatively at the university associated with the instrumental diversity frame ($\beta = −0.273, p = 0.003$) and positively at the university associated with the moral diversity frame ($\beta = 0.375, p = 0.000$).

Similarly, participants’ ratings for sense of belonging based their imagined life were also significantly related to attending preferences for universities, notably, the sense of belonging was negatively related in instrumentally motivated university ($\beta = −0.220, p = 0.032$) and positively related in morally motivated universities ($\beta = 0.194, p = 0.035$). Ratings for expected possibility of being treated with bias after entering university associated with instrumental diversity frame weren’t related to attending preference ($\beta = −0.120, p = 0.182$). However, ratings for expected possibility of being treated with bias were marginally related to morally motivated university ($\beta = −0.167, p = 0.053$). See Table 2 for linear regression analysis predicting attending preference for instrumentally & morally motivated universities.
Table 2. Linear regression analysis predicting attending preference for instrumentally & morally motivated universities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumentally motivated university</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected value</td>
<td>−0.273</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>−3.012</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of belonging</td>
<td>−0.220</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>−2.179</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility of being treated with bias</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morally motivated university</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected value</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>4.379</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of belonging</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>2.144</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility of being treated with bias</td>
<td>−0.167</td>
<td>−0.169</td>
<td>−1.960</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to explore the relationship between Chinese high school students’ schooling abroad experience and their preference of instrumental or moral diversity frame, and further study the mediation mechanism. However, the statistical results were partly contrary to our expectations.

Our first hypothesis about schooling abroad experience (i.e. the independent variable) and the preference of different diversity frames (i.e. the dependent variable) was rejected as the main effect of schooling experience on the preference of diversity frame was not significant, which means that whether someone has studied abroad or not won’t influence their preference for diversity frames. Our second hypothesis about the relationship between schooling experience and two mediators (i.e. severity of unfair/biased experience and perceived minority/majority) was partly accepted, as the only significant difference was between the severity of unfair/biased experience of students who had never studied abroad and those who only had short-term schooling abroad experience. This means that Chinese high school students who had short-term schooling abroad experience did experience more severe bias based on nationality compared with those who had never studied abroad, while schooling abroad experience can’t predict someone’s perception of his or her minority/majority status.

Though these results don’t match with our hypotheses, there are several reasons that can help explain them. The first possible reason is that Chinese high school students are Asians, and Asians’ status in America is somewhat different from other racial minorities’ (i.e. Black Americans or LatinXs), so that their preference of diversity frames could be different as well. Starck, Sinclair and Shelton (2019a) studied Asian parents’ preference while choosing university for their children, and found out that even preference for the morally motivated university is pronounced among African American participants and LatinX participants, Asian participants showed no preference between the two. This may be due to the fact that Asian are least considered as underrepresented groups in higher education settings. According to The Higher Education Act in the USA, the term...
“minority” only refers to American Indian, Alaskan Native, Black, Hispanic, Pacific Islander, or other ethnic group underrepresented in science and engineering. Though it is also noted that identification of a particular group as underrepresented may vary by discipline, which means that Asian Americans in social sciences and humanities fields are also minorities, it’s still clear that Asians are evidently considered differently compared with other minor races in America. The reasons behind may relate to those stereotypes which Americans have toward Asians. Fiske et al. (2002) found that Asians are most often considered to be highly competent but cold, which are different from other minority groups which are considered to be weaker and lower competent, thus other minor races may elicit less threat than Asians. As a result, not only does The Higher Education Act not define Asian Americans as minority, but it is also common that other Americans' attitudes towards Asians are different from those towards other racial minorities.

Though the relationship between schooling abroad experience was not significant, our test results of the correlation between perceived minority/majority, severity of unfair/biased experience and the preference of diversity frames showed that the more someone perceived him or herself as majority, the more he or she preferred the instrumentally motivated university, which matched with our expectations. However, the severity of unfair/biased experience had no significant correlation with preference of diversity frames. This could be due to the subjectivity of the rating and individual differences when considering the importance of unfairness when choosing universities. We split the data based on their length of schooling abroad experience to see for which group of people that their severity of unfair experience may influence their preference for diversity frames. The results showed that only for those who had short-term abroad that the severity of unfair experience had a significant positive correlation with their attending preference for each university ($r = 0.422, p = 0.036$), which meant that the more severe their unfair experience was, the more they preferred to attend the morally motivated university. It didn’t quite match our hypothesis that the longer someone’s schooling abroad experience was, the more he or she preferred the morally motivated university. Nevertheless, this could be partly explained by the process of adjustment or integration. For Chinese high school students who chose to study abroad for some time, the longer they stayed abroad, the more opportunities they would have to join new groups, and being friends with surrounding people. And these kinds of connections could generally make a positive contribution to their well-being, especially in the context of adjusting to life transitions (Ng, Haslam, Haslam, & Cruwys, 2018). Also, Trueba (2004) found that immigrants with a longer length of stay in the USA showed more tendency towards adjustment attitude whereas those who resided for a shorter period of time demonstrated more acculturative stress. As a result, those who have longer schooling abroad experience may be more adapted to the culture they are in, and then encounter or at least they perceive themselves encountering less unfairness in daily life.
The test of correlation between perceived minority/majority and participants’ expectations of the value, sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias in morally and instrumentally motivated universities demonstrated that perceived minority/majority only influenced participants’ expected sense of belonging and possibility of being treated with bias in the instrumentally motivated university but not in the morally motivated university. This suggested that everyone expected themselves to be more accepted and treated with less bias in the morally motivated university. This matched Starck et al. (2019a)’s results that racial minority parents’ believed that their kids would belong more and experience less bias in the morally motivated university. Considering Chinese high school students were all minorities, it’s reasonable for us to get such results about their expectations in the morally motivated university.

Finally, the regression analysis showed that three mediators (i.e. value, sense of belonging, possibility of being treated with bias) were all significant predictors for their preference of different diversity frame, except for the expected possibility of being treated bias at the instrumentally motivated university. This could also be explained by different people considering bias as different importance when choosing universities, as after we controlled “the extent to which their unfair experience affected their decision while choosing between universities”, the correlations between their expected possibility of being treated with bias and attending preference for two universities were significant ($p < 0.05$) (i.e. the more bias they expected to experience, the less they prefer the university).

5. Conclusion

Previous literatures seldom focus on the rationale behind promoting diversity, and the concept of diversity frame has been little studied as well, especially in places other than the United States. In the current study, we focus on Chinese high school students and we have expected that those who have schooling abroad experience tend to present a stronger preference toward moral diversity frame. Though our final results are partly contrary to the expectations—we didn’t find a significant relationship between schooling abroad experience and preference of different diversity frames, they proved the potential influence of factors like perceived minority/majority which is much more subjective and nuanced compared to those more frequently studied variables like race or other environmental factors.

6. Limitations and Future Directions

There are several limitations to this study. First, our sample size is somewhat small after splitting the participants into three groups based on their length of schooling abroad experience, as there were only 25 participants for short-term and 26 participants for long-term group. In this case, the analysis based on schooling abroad experience might be less stable and more difficult to get significant results. Second, our sample might be biased as we only delivered questionnaires face-to-face asking them to fill our questionnaire without paying them remuneration. As there were many groups sending out questionnaires during
those days, those who agreed to fill our questionnaire could be more friendly and cared more about inclusion and harmony than those who refused. In this case, people who were potential to prefer instrumental diversity frame might not be included in our data. To improve the representativeness of our participants, we could either attach adequate reward (i.e. $0.5 (Trawalter et al., 2015)) to our questionnaire or cooperate with high school teachers and ask all the students in class to fill out the questionnaire. Another limitation of this study is the index we choose to measure our unfair/biased experience. As mentioned above, the degree of the severity might be too subjective and without reliable standards, so that we could choose to modify the measurement of unfair/biased experience into a combination of frequency and severity in future studies.

One implication of our study is studying the preference of Chinese high school students’ preference of different diversity frames, possible influencing factors and mediators. Our findings suggest that different from diversity frame studies based on racial majorities or minorities in the United States, the case of Chinese high school students is more complex and nuanced, so apart from more environmental and extrinsic variables like schooling abroad experience and unfair/biased experience, those more intrinsic and stable variables like perceived minority/majority or personality traits need more attention. Another implication of our study is we proved that Chinese high school students tend to possess stable positive expectations for the morally motivated university no matter his or her backgrounds. This suggests that every university could add morally motivated statement to their websites about diversity and inclusion to attract more racial minority students.

Based on further analysis of our data, we come up with several directions for future research. The first one is about gender differences: we’ve found out in our current study that male students expected higher sense of belonging in instrumentally motivated school compared with female students, and female students expected themselves to belong to majority in morally motivated school more than male students did. Therefore, future research could further explore why these differences exist and whether gender could be a moderator between schooling abroad experience and the preference of diversity frames. Additionally, future research could focus on the influence of school location. Previous studies about diversity frames are all conducted in American settings, while participants’ school locations were in different countries (e.g. Singapore, Switzerland etc.) in the present study. Considering the racial issues and emphasis of diversity vary in different countries, it could be better to look at the influence of schooling abroad experience separately for different countries and then compare those results.
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